STURM COLLEGE OF LAW

At the University of Denver Sturm College of Law, we balance rigorous academics with the demands of the outside world and help you focus on things that matter to you: your career, your future, your life in law. Our nationally ranked specialty programs provide opportunities to pursue your interest in areas such as Corporate and Commercial Law, International Legal Studies, Environmental and Natural Resources Law, Workplace Law and Constitutional Rights and Remedies. Because we recognize that a legal education grounded in practical skills training is the key to a successful legal career, we created the Experiential Advantage Curriculum which allows you to spend an entire year in real or simulated practice settings. By the time you graduate, you will have a year's worth of legal practice experience – via clinics, externships, and in-depth course simulations, including our new Semester in Practice Externship – and be poised to distinguish yourself in a competitive job market. Your time at Denver Law will be well spent – reaching within yourself while reaching out to the world.